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FROM HUB TO NETWORK

Foreword
This is a short version of the concept study
for increased transport capacity to and
through Oslo. It summarises the measures
recommended by the project for the future
public transport system in the capital region.

The main task of the concept study
for increased transport capacity to and
through Oslo (Concept Study Oslo Hub)
has been to determine which public
transport service should be developed in
order to manage the growth in passenger
traffic in the capital region through public
transport, cycling and pedestrian traffic.
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Background:

The capital region of the future
Substantial population growth is expected in the capital
region as we head towards 2060. This growth must be
met through densification and coordinated land use
and transport planning. The transport system must be
developed in a sustainable manner that ensures good
mobility for the population.

The proposal for land use and transport structure as set out in the joint regional plan
for land use and transport in Oslo and Akershus.
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In order to achieve the objectives
of zero growth in car traffic, it is crucial to
manage land use across the entire capital
region in such a way as to support the
development of an efficient and attractive
public transport service.
The plans involve densification
along the public transport lines and in
the regional cities in Akershus, as well as
outwards from the centre in the city of
Oslo.

New homes should largely be
built in cities or existing suburbs and
new workplaces or services should be
established near public transport hubs.
A denser city and coordination between
land use and transport planning means
that more people can leave their cars
behind and use their legs, bicycles or public
transport. With fewer cars on the roads
there will be more space for commercial
transport and those who, for various
reasons, have to use cars.

Oslo municipal master plan for land use strategy towards 2050.
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Demands:

The strong population growth
must be proactively managed
The population in Oslo and Akershus has grown
substantially in recent years and this growth is expected
to continue in the coming decades. Growth in population
also means an increase in the number of journeys and the
demand for high quality transport services.
The public transport market share
has also increased substantially in recent
years, in no small part due to the enhanced
service, simplified fare system and denser
land use. Of three million daily journeys,
1.8 million are currently undertaken using
cars. There is major potential for more
pedestrian traffic, cycling and public
transport.
The current public transport
services in the capital region can be
considered good, especially in central parts
of Oslo and densely populated parts of the
region where there are railway services or
a high-frequency bus service. Nevertheless,
space is often limited on board, and parts
of the service do not have the desired
reliability. Several travel relations also
lack good connections. In the short term
it is therefore necessary that the already
planned improvements are implemented
and supplemented by minor interventions
to improve capacity and accessibility.
In the long term, i.e. over the next
10-20 years, several major interventions
will be necessary. In order to enable one
million more journeys every day in Oslo
and Akershus alone, the entire public
transport system requires a significant
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boost. This means more departures
and more seats on board the current
system. This also involves new travel
possibilities both to/from residential areas
and workplaces without an adequately
developed service today and to/from the
areas that are planned for densification and
redevelopment.
For the metro the shared tunnel
between Tøyen and Majorstuen will
determine the number of trains that can
run in the metro network and thus also
capacity, frequency and development of the
service in the suburbs.
For the railway the capacity in the
section Oslo S–Lysaker and turning
capacity at Oslo S will determine the train
service that can be offered. Here, capacity
will be fully utilised after the completion
of the InterCity development and the
associated improved train service.
The use of the street network in
central Oslo will determine the future
bus and tram services. It is also a decisive
factor with regard to the structure of
the future bus service between Oslo and
Akershus.

2014
Population

2030

1,2 mill

1,5 mill

+ 300 000

2060
+ 300 000

1,8 mill

Anticipated population growth in Oslo and Akershus
2030

2060

2030

2060

+ 30 % + 13 %

0%

0%

+ 47 % + 19 %

100 % 100 %

Estimated traffic growth
without Concept Study Oslo Hub’s
recommended interventions

How traffic growth is distributed
with Concept Study Oslo Hub’s
recommended interventions

Everything is linked

Zero growth in car traffic

The capital region comprises Oslo and
Akershus and the municipalities of Moss,
Rygge, Våler, Hobøl, Spydeberg, Askim,
Trøgstad, Drammen, Ringerike, Hole,
Lier, Røyken, Hurum, Nedre Eiker, Øvre
Eiker, Lunner, Gran, Jevnaker and SørOdal. The project has not investigated
interventions for the entire area but the
public transport interventions in and
around Oslo will influence and create
ripple effects for traffic throughout
the area. Everything is connected to
everything else

Both the Norwegian Parliament’s Climate
Agreement and the National Transport Plan 20142023 aim for car traffic not to increase in and
around major cities but also for traffic growth to
be managed through public transport, cycling and
pedestrian traffic. Plans for Oslo and Akershus
include similar objectives.
This means that, in future, cars should not be
used any more than they currently are in Oslo
and Akershus and that public transport must be
developed in order to manage the population
growth.
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Recommended concept:

From hub to network
Increasing the capacity is crucial in order to provide
adequate service with sufficient space for all travelers. But
buses, trams, metro trains and trains also end up queuing
if too many are to run on the same lines and to the same
destination. The current centerbound service must be
developed into a well-coordinated public transport network
with good crossover lines.

The development of the central
public transport network in the capital
region must be implemented with an
emphasis on the following qualities:

A coordinated network with new
tunnels for the metro and railway, a
strengthened tram network and functional
hubs will solve future challenges in the
public transport system.
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•

Capacity, in combination with cycling
and pedestrian traffic, to manage the
growth in passenger traffic towards
2030 and 2060.

•

Attractiveness so that a growing
proportion of travelers choose public
transport, especially for journeys
exceeding 3 kilometres.

•

Network development corresponding
to and being a driving force for city,
regional and market development.

•

The advantages of the various
operating forms in the public
transport network will be utilised
better

•

Flexible options for implementation
and minimal disadvantages during
the development phases

•

Socio-economic profitability

Efficient and accessible
interchanges will be crucial for
the development from hub to
network. Bryn and Ski could,
for example, be developed to
provide seamless transfer in a
public transport network with
frequent departures.
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Recommended frequency:

Network and service development
Public transport needs more frequent departures. This
creates an attractive travel network with many connections
and easy transfer.
Frequent departures refers to a daytime timetable with:
•

departures at least every five minutes in the inner city

•

departures at least every ten minutes for the metro, trams and buses in
the outer parts of Oslo city

•

departures at least every ten minutes for buses in central areas in
Akershus and on the S-train line from Asker, Lillestrøm and Ski

•

departures every 30 minutes on regional lines in outer railway sections,
InterCity sections and regional buses in Akershus.

•

regional trains will run on shared sections with departures from regional
hubs every ten minutes

5 min
The entire urban area
inside ring road 3

10 min
The entire urban area
within Asker, Lillestrøm, Ås,
including Jessheim-OSL Gardermoen
30 min
Centerbound lines outside
the urban area
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Regional hub
Local hub
Regional railway
S-train
Metro
Tram and main bus lines

Potential five-minute frequency network in the inner city
Departures every five minutes in the inner city and on surrounding sections that
have or will have an adequate market basis.
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Regional hub
Local hub
Regional railway
S-train
Metro
Bus

Potential ten-minute frequency network in the suburbs
Departures at least every ten minutes for the metro, trams and buses in the outer
city in Oslo and central areas in Akershus, as well as the S-trains from Asker,
Lillestrøm and Ski.
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Potential 30-minute frequency network in the region
Departures at least every 30 minutes for outer railway sections, InterCity sections
and regional buses in Akershus. There are also Oslo-bound regional buses that will
follow the sections shown in the figure on page 15. This applies, for example, to
buses from Nittedal, Sætre and Drøbak.
The timetables must be coordinated so that the regional trains depart every ten
minutes from hub stations in shared sections.
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Interaction:

Role differentiation and
high quality transfers
A good system for public transport is a network where
the strong aspects of trains, metro trains, trams, buses
and boats are utilised in the best possible manner. In
order to link the network together, attractive hubs,
stations and stops must be developed so that we change
from time-consuming to efficient transfer.

Regional

The railway and metro lines can
handle vast passenger flows underground.
This provides the basis for a street
environment that is aimed at pedestrians
and cyclists whilst also managing
commercial needs in terms of goods and
service deliveries.

Car

Trams and buses can offer good
coverage for travel within the inner
city with easier accessibility than the
underground systems. Trams and buses
can also transport people to the railway
and metro lines, whilst also fulfilling a key
function in suburban areas and Akershus.
Good accessibility must be ensured
both in the city streets and along the main
road network, especially in connection with
new hubs.

Regional train

Key hubs and potential new stations
Bus

Local train / S-train

•

Trams
Metro

Local

Cycling

The main hubs are the strategically
most important and most central
hubs. This is where passengers from
the region and suburbs will make use
of the city's public transport service
through links to the centre, inner
city and across the city. This means
developing:
•

An eastern hub at Bryn

•

A western hub at Lysaker in
combination with Skøyen

•

A central hub at the railway
station/Oslo S/Oslo bus
terminal/Bjørvika

Walking
System capacity
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Recommended concept
Nydalen
Røa

Storo
Ullevål

Smestad

Sinsen
Økern

Majorstuen
Skøyen

Bislett

CB pl.
Hasle

Elisenb.
Tøyen
Nationalth.
Stabekk

Breivoll

Ensjø

Oslo S

Bryn

Filipstad
Bygdøy
Ryen

Fornebu
S-train
Regional railway
Metro
Tram
Corridors for regional buses
Hubs (w/ bus terminal)

•

Local hubs will be developed in line
with the gradual expansion of the
service, to a high standard combining
trains, metro, trams, buses and boats

•

Regional hubs for the railway
and buses as a stage of the further
development of the regional cities
of Asker, Sandvika, Lillestrøm,
Jessheim, Ski and Ås. The regional
cities will be served through easy
transfer and good accessibility to the
hubs by bus

•

Metro stations with local hub
functions at Bislett, St. Olavs plass,
Youngstorget and Grünerløkka

•

Railway stations with local hub

Sydhavna

functions at Bislett, Ullevål Hospital/
Sagene, Sinsen, Økern, Breivoll and
Frogner/Elisenberg
•

Oslo Bus Terminal will be
prioritised as the terminus for
long-distance buses. The role as a
regional bus terminal will be reduced
in line with the railway network and
associated hubs being developed

•

Park and ride facilities will
be developed as a supplement to
other feeder transport, but not at
hubs where it displaces the desired
development of the city. The
strategy for park and ride facilities
in Akershus and Oslo will form the
basis
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Alnabru

Infrastructure:

Unhindered traffic underground more space on the surface
New infrastructure will provide the basis for the
necessary capacity, frequency and resilience in public
transport. The local and national transport markets can
be served based on anticipated and targeted demand.
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A new metro tunnel from
Majorstuen to Bryn linked to the current
tunnel at Stortinget will make fiveminute traffic possible in the branch lines
with the highest traffic basis. Two central
tunnels will also ensure that there are
fewer delays. A new central tunnel will
provide improved service on the lines
passing through Bislett, Grünerløkka and
the centre.
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Two new railway tunnels, one from
Oslo S to Lysaker via Nationaltheatret
and one from Nationaltheatret via
Bislett and Økern, to Hovedbanen in
the Alnabru area. They will allow for
increased frequencies for both local and
regional train services. The new northsouth link will connect the suburbs in the
north-east and the south with the inner
city and Hovinbyen. Local and regional
train traffic will have separate systems
with fewer operational disruptions. There
will also be space for more freight trains.

Sk
i
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A new tram line along Ring road 2,
Majorstuen–Carl Berners plass–Helsfyr–
Bryn to improve crossover lines in the
inner city. A new Bryn–Økern–Sinsen tram
line to provide crossover lines and enhance
city development in Hovinbyen.
The bus will continue to play a crucial
role in public transport but the tasks will be
adjusted to the line development.
The current local train will be
developed into an S-train system.
The S-train is a "metropolitan city line"
intended to serve markets with a relatively
short travel time to Oslo and immediate
regions within Asker, Lillestrøm and Ski.
The trains operate on the railway tracks.

S-train means:
•

More frequent departures and train sets
with greater capacity. Typically, there will
be ten-minute traffic on branch lines and
five-minute traffic on shared sections.

•

The trains are similar to metro trains
with multiple doors for getting on and off
quickly

•

The trains have been customised for
journeys of 10-30 minutes. Carriages
without toilets and vending machines
result in lower operating and
maintenance costs and more capacity

•

Cost-effective operations with singleoperator trains

The north-south S-train tunnels provide
improved travel opportunities between
suburbs and the inner city. By linking the
lines in the south and the north-east together,
the east-west railway link is relieved.
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Street use:

An attractive capital region
A solid public transport system lays the foundations
for an accessible and attractive city for the people
living in it. Furthermore, it is a structuring factor
for the city and the surrounding area’s future
development. It is also necessary to implement
extensive measures for pedestrians and cyclists.
Pedestrian traffic and cycling must
be prioritised so that they become a natural
choice for short journeys. In the city centre,
street use must be changed to ensure good
accessibility for pedestrians and cyclists.
Good accessibility must also be ensured
at hubs, along with adequate and secure
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bicycle parking. The implementation of the
municipality of Oslo and Akershus County
Council's bicycle strategies is a condition.
This involves prioritising pedestrian traffic
and cycling ahead of car traffic. In certain
streets it may also be necessary to prioritise
between bicycles and public transport.

Green streets result in a positive
urban environment. To ensure the basis
for the desired traffic development the
street area used for parking and through
traffic must be reduced. At the same time,
public transport must be concentrated in
tunnels and prioritised bus and tram lanes.
Walking, cycling and pavement activities
must be given more space in city streets
whilst also ensuring access for commercial
traffic and other necessary car traffic.

The objectives of zero growth in
car traffic and improved accessibility
for business transport on roads cannot
be achieved through increased capacity
and attractiveness of public transport
and substantially improved conditions
for cyclists and pedestrians alone. In
order to achieve the objectives for traffic
development it is necessary to modify
prices on transport services. It is necessary
to develop a targeted congestion charge
that contributes especially to improved
utilisation of capacity on both roads and in
public transport networks.
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Effects:

Advantages for the public
transport users
Improved public transport means more frequent
departures, easier transfers, sufficient space to
manage traffic growth and reliability. There will be
improved journey connections with substantially
shorter journey times in many places. Great emphasis
will be placed on establishing good crossway lines.

Travel time with new S-train system

Travel time with new metro tunnel
Before
After

31 min
10 min

28 min
9 min

Before
After

Grorud
jernbanestasjon
Hovseter

Lillestrøm

Sinsen

Bislett
Travel time with a new
eastern hub at Bryn
Before
After

Bøler
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43 min
25 min

Increased accessibility

Forget the time

The S-train, new metro stations and
hubs provide completely new travel
opportunities. New stations at Elisenberg,
Bislett, Ullevål sykehus/Sagene, Sinsen,
Økern, St. Olavs plass, Youngstorget,
Grünerløkka, Bryn and Breivoll will ensure
improved accessibility between places
inside and outside of the centre of Oslo and
between Oslo east and Romerike, as well as
Oslo south and Groruddalen/north-east.

With departures every five minutes in the
inner city and every ten minutes in the Oslo
suburbs and around and in regional cities
in Akershus, you won't need a watch to
plan your journey on public transport: the
next departure is never far away.

More punctual

Seamless transfer

A new tunnel for the metro and new
tunnels for the railway will allow for more
departures but also ensure that public
transport is less exposed to delays. At street
level, trams and buses will be given higher
priority, resulting in fewer queues and
better service according to the timetable.
This means that those travelling by public
transport will experience fewer delays.

Comprehensible hubs where lines
with frequent departures meet makes it
quick and easy to change from one line to
another. In hubs with fewer departures the
lines will be structured to ensure a short
waiting time. This ensures that you can
quickly get to where you need to be – with
minimal detours and waiting time.
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Assumptions:

Several projects are already
in progress
Several of the infrastructure projects from Oslo
package 3 and NTP 2014–2023 form the basis for the
work. The projects contribute, in varying degree, to
the goal attainment in Concept Study Oslo Hub.
In addition to the projects shown in the figure on the right, an assumption is that the
full InterCity development and the new signalling and interlocking system for the metro
will be completed.

Zero alternative
1.
1

Zero plus alternative

The Kolsås line

10.
10 Ringerike line, Sandvika - Hønefoss

2.
2 The Løren line

11.
11 Metro to Lørenskog

3 The Follo line
3.

12 Tram to Tonsenhagen
12.

4 The Fornebu line
4.

13 New bus terminal in central Oslo
13.

5
5.

14 Fjord tram east
14.

E18 Bjørvika

6.
6 Rv 150 Ulven - Sinsen

15 E18 The West Corridor
15.

7
7.

16 E6 Manglerud project
16.

E18 Sydhavna

17 Rv 4 new tube in Hagan tunnel
17.

8.
8 Rv 22 Lillestrøm - Fetsund
9 E16 Sandvika - Wøyen
9.

Zero alternative
In a concept study, a zero alternative must
be created, showing a continuation of the
current situation. The main rule is for
this to include the completion of projects
that have been initiated or for which a
decision has been made to initiate. When
the concepts that are developed as part of
a concept study are to be assessed they will
be compared to the zero alternative.

Because Concept Study Oslo Hub has such an
extensive time perspective, the zero alternative
presents an unrealistic basis for long-term
comparison. A zero plus alternative has therefore
been developed. In addition to all the interventions
included in the zero alternative, zero alternative+
also includes major interventions included in the
overall infrastructure plans. The recommendations
may provide a basis for determining whether
projects included in zero plus alternative
contribute to goal attainment.
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The zero alternative and zero plus alternative

Railway, station, tunnel
Metro, station, tunnel
New tram lines
Road interventions
Existing railway
Existing metro
Existing tram
Existing road
Recreational area, water
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Objectives and requirements:

The objectives are largely achieved
The recommended concept will provide a sustainable
transport system in which growth is managed
through public transport, pedestrian traffic and
cycling. A targeted congestion charge is a necessary
assumption for achieving the objectives.
Travelers are given excellent mobility

Many alternative solutions have been
assessed

The recommended concept makes it
possible to manage all private traffic
growth through public transport,
pedestrian traffic and cycling, while also
ensuring excellent mobility for travelers
and good accessibility for commercial
transport.
It is a key point to ensure that the
transport service will cover the population's
general needs for mobility, not only work
and school journeys during rush hours.

A congestion charge is necessary
High quality and adequate capacity
in public transport and substantially
improved conditions for pedestrians and
cyclists are not enough to avoid growth in
car traffic. It will therefore be necessary to
implement a targeted congestion charge
for road traffic, aimed at achieving the
objectives that have been set.
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During the work, a number of alternative
solutions and concepts for managing
future transport demands have been
created. Interventions and concepts
have been screened out during the work,
among other things based on how well the
different alternatives fulfil objectives and
requirements.
To start with, the project had 900
different inputs for concepts and a number
of available investigations and plans.
Following generation of ideas, including
review of numerous previous professional
investigations and workshops, the input
was categorised and combined into 17
concepts.
Eight were continued and assessed
based on objectives and requirements, etc.
Based on this, eight concepts became four
and these four were subject to extensive
assessment. The recommended concept
is based on the two concepts that came
out top from these assessments and
certain improvements to the major line
interventions that formed part of these.

OBJECTIVES
Societal objectives
A sustainable transport system in the capital region satisfying the need
for passenger and commercial transport from a long-term perspective

Efficacy objective 1
Growth in passenger
transport must be managed
through public transport,
cycling and walking

Efficacy objective 2
Public transport capacity
must meet demand

Efficacy objective 3
Accessibility for commercial
transport on roads during
rush hour must be better
than today

REQUIREMENTS DERIVED FROM OBJECTIVES

The transport system must
support the required urban
and land use developments

The transport system must
be seamless (grid structure)

The transport system must
be safe, secure and reliable

The transport system must
provide competitive
door-to-door journey times
compared to cars

The transport system must
support climate and
environmental considerations

The transport system must be
scalable, be developed in
stages and in line with transport
demand developments

OTHER REQUIREMENTS
Lasting interventions must be
limited in urban environments,
surrounding areas, natural
environments, cultural heritage
sites and outdoor leisure areas

The railway must provide
sufficient capacity for future
freight traffic

ABSOLUTE REQUIREMENTS
None
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The city’s ability to function,
as well as its transport
service, must not be reduced
to an unreasonable degree
during construction periods

Social economics

Major investment, major benefit
Overall, the recommended interventions
are intended to be profitable from a social
economic perspective. A targeted congestion
charge will ensure excellent profitability.
The interventions in the
recommendation will result in improved
mobility and shorter journey times –
providing an estimated road user benefit
of around 60 billion Norwegian kroner.
In addition there are health benefits and
benefits to society as a whole, totalling
around 15 billion Norwegian kroner. The
interventions will also have a substantial
positive residual value after the estimation
period.
The costs associated with the
operation of public transport, new
infrastructure and financing costs must
be deducted. Overall, the recommended
interventions are estimated to be profitable
from a social economic perspective,
with a net benefit per invested krone of
around 0.2. Zero growth in car traffic may
result in a doubling of growth in public
transport. Sensitivity analyses indicate
that the net benefit per invested krone will
grow to around 0.7 with such a doubling.
The calculations also indicate that a new
metro tunnel will provide the highest
return per invested krone out of the major
interventions and should therefore be
implemented at an early stage.
A targeted congestion charge is
recommended. In order to illustrate the
potential of a payment scheme that allows
for full achievement of the objectives,
model calculations have been performed
with schematic price increases for car
26

traffic of two kroner/km during rush hour
and one krone/km outside of rush hour.
This will result in more public transport
users, more pedestrians and more cyclists
and virtually zero growth in car traffic.
Among other things, this will lead to lower
costs for the public sector and major
health benefits. In total, the recommended
concept will then be extremely profitable
with a net benefit per invested krone
of around 2.6. There is however great
uncertainty linked to this figure. A
targeted congestion charge on roads in
Oslo and Akershus is an intervention that
is considered to have a very high social
economic profitability in itself and which
clearly contributes to improved profitability
from a social economic perspective in
terms of pedestrians, cyclists and public
transport.
The anticipated overall cost for
the infrastructure for the recommended
concept falls at around 70–80 billion
Norwegian kroner. This includes
everything from major railway projects
to interventions for buses, cyclists and
pedestrians but not the interventions that
form the basis for the zero alternatives
from NTP 2014-23 and Oslo package 3.
The anticipated cost for the interventions
in the recommended concept (in billions
of Norwegian 2014 kroner excluding VAT)
and the major railway interventions have
been shown on the following page.

Possible stations
New S-train
New S-train tunnel
New metro
New metro tunnel
New regional train
New regional train tunnel
Ex. rail
Ex. rail tunnel
New tram lines

Key new infrastructure for the tram, metro and railway in the central city region has been highlighted in colours

19.6

•

Railway tunnel Oslo S–Nationaltheatret–Lysaker/Bislett

•

Railway tunnel Bislett–Sagene–Økern–Alnabru area		

8.8

•

Regional train station in Romeriksporten at Bryn

3.9

•

Metro tunnel Majorstuen–Bislett–Stortinget–Grünerløkka–Bryn 		

16.2

•

Tram Ring 2 Majorstuen–Carl Berners plass–Helsfyr–Bryn 		

2.2

•

Tram Bryn–Økern–Sinsen (Hovinbyen) 					

1.6

•

Other interventions for the railway, metro, tram			

9.6

•

Hubs, cycle interventions and accessibility for buses and trams 		

9.2

•

Mark-up for uncertainty							

3.0

•

Anticipated total cost (P50) 		

Cost estimates at such an early
planning stage are very uncertain and are,
overall, estimated to have an accuracy of
around +/- 40 percent.
A strongly improved public
transport provision would also result
in an increased demand for the acquisition
of public transport services. The rough
estimate is that this will amount to

74.1 billion Norwegian kroner

approximately 1.2 billion Norwegian kroner
per year. In comparison, the public sector
acquired public transport services for
around 4 billion Norwegian kroner in Oslo
and Akershus in 2014. The implementation
of a targeted congestion charge for road
users will result in a substantial increase
in public transport journeys and may
further reduce the need for public sector
acquisition.
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Sequence:

Efficient expansion ahead of demand
The recommended concept outlines a forward-looking view
of public transport in the capital region. The implementation
of each intervention must support this.
Interventions that allow for more frequent departures should be
implemented first. The development should be implemented in an
efficient manner and coordinated so that it results in minimal disruption
to operations and nuisance on the part of residents and businesses. It is
suggested that the recommended interventions be implemented in three
main phases.

Phase 1:
Utilise the current public transport
system in the best way possible and
prepare the major tunnel projects
before 2030

Phase 2:
A modern metro service by 2030

For phase 1 it is recommended that
the current public transport systems
are utilised and improved to the extent
possible. The Fornebu line and new
signalling and interlocking system for the
metro as well as capacity measures in the
railway network (new line model 2027)
will make it possible to utilise the existing
railway tunnels to the full. Trams in Ring
road 2 provide a crossover with high
capacity before the development of the new
tunnels in the inner city commences. It
will be crucial to ensure good accessibility
for buses, trams, pedestrians and cyclists
during this and all later phases.

The development of a new east–west
metro tunnel (completed around 2028)
and upgrades to the existing Majorstuen–
Nationaltheatret tunnel (approximately
2028–2030) will make it possible to offer
five-minute traffic in branch lines and
to serve more neighbourhoods within
the inner city using the metro. Hub
development with the new eastern hub at
Bryn as the key hub will, together with the
new metro stations, ensure a strengthened
network with improved travel connections
and a basis for a more effective division of
roles between buses and railways.
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It is suggested that development
commences simultaneously for parts of
the railway developments where there are
shared station facilities and benefits to be
gained from coordination.

2030

Key rail interventions

Phase 1 and 2

Capacity interventions
Tram Majorstuen–Bryn
New metro tunnel
New railway tunnel Oslo S–Lysaker
and new railway tunnel to Bislett
Bryn regional train station
New railway tunnel Bislett–
Alnabru-area
Report / planning / engineering
Implementation

Phase 3:
A strengthened local and regional train
service towards 2040

A new east-west railway tunnel with
a branch for the S-train to Bislett as a
first stage will allow for an increase in
the number of local and regional train
departures. Bislett will be linked to the
railway network. Train services in the
InterCity sections can be strengthened
so that the anticipated traffic growth
upon completion of the full InterCity
development can be managed in terms of
capacity. It will also be possible to improve
long-distance and freight train services.

Railway expansions should be carried
out as a continuous development with the
opening of east-west tunnel and S-train to
Bislett in around 2033. The current Oslo
tunnel must then be upgraded.
Finally, it is recommended that the
S-train line from Bislett to Hovedbanen in
the Alnabru area be completed during the
period 2035-2040. The completion of the
north-south S-train line will better link the
suburbs, the inner city and Hovinbyen.
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2040
Phase 3

Implementation:

Further work
There is a need for continuity and coordination in
the follow-up of the concept study
The established collaboration should
therefore be continued appropriately in a
further investigation and planning phase
to ensure interaction and coordination
all the way to the operations phase and
until market and customer benefits are
to be reaped. There are advantages of
shared utilisation of expertise and rational
planning and design, especially for areas
and interventions where the overall
solution and overall implementation are
crucial. This applies, among other things,
to the shared station areas for the railway
and metro as well as hub developments.
Following KS1 and the choice of concept
through a resolution in the Norwegian
Parliament, the Municipality of Oslo and
Akershus County Council’s Concept Study
Oslo Hub will be a key foundation for the
continued work on the urban environment
agreement between the Norwegian state,
Oslo/Akershus and Oslo Package 3. An
implementation plan for the transport
system in Oslo and Akershus must be
determined through resolution processes
for the urban environment agreement
and Oslo package 3. Renegotiation of Oslo
package 3 will take place in the first half of
2016.
As a basis for such an implementation
plan it is necessary to further analyse
various elements of the concept and
to create an overall presentation and
specification of further planning work,
analyses and processes. It is also
necessary to perform a thorough review
of the financing models for investments,
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operations and maintenance of the entire
transport system. With regard to financing
and a more targeted congestion charge,
an analysis should be conducted on the
principle, scope and collection technology.
This work has already begun within Oslo
package 3.
Planning under the Norwegian planning
and building act
In Concept Study Oslo Hub, the following
new infrastructure projects have been given
the highest priority and planning under the
Norwegian planning and building act, and
should be initiated quickly:
•

New metro tunnel Majorstuen–Bryn
via Stortinget

•

Tram in Ring road 2 Majorstuen–
Carl Berners plass–Hasle–Helsfyr–
Bryn

If desired by the Municipality of
Oslo, such planning could be initiated
in parallel with KS1 and further
processes. Nevertheless, financing and
implementation resolutions must await the
completion of the process.
The following three infrastructure
projects are closely linked to the
development of Hovinbyen and should be
planned simultaneously to the work on the
municipal sub-plan for Hovinbyen:
•

Tram Bryn–Økern–Sinsen

•

Choice of route for S-train line in
Groruddalen

•

New railway station at Breivoll

Investigation tasks
Based on the necessary political
resolutions by the Norwegian parliament,
Oslo City Council and Akershus County
Council, there will be a need for further
investigations and analyses for several
parts of the concept. This will include, for
example:
•

•

•

•

•

New east–west railway tunnel in the
section Oslo S–Nationaltheatret–
Skøyen–Lysaker to clarify routes,
land use requirements, points of
conflict, capacity, etc.
New north–south railway tunnel
from Nationaltheatret via Bislett
to the Alnabru area to clarify
station patterns, routes, land use
requirements, points of conflict,
capacity, etc.
New regional train station at Bryn in
Romeriksporten to clarify the actual
placement, design, consequences,
etc.
Development of hubs at Bryn,
Lysaker, Bislett, Sinsen, etc. to look
at design, land use requirements, hub
functions, transfer between various
transport types, etc.

specification of technical adjustments
for infrastructure.
•

Structure for bus terminals in Oslo
and Akershus to clarify land use
requirements, need for phase-in
coordinated with railway expansions
and new route models, etc.

•

Capacity interventions in the existing
railway outside of the InterCity
sections.

•

Capacity interventions for freight
transport on the railway

•

Interventions for accessibility of
buses, trams and business transport

•

Interventions for cyclists and
pedestrians

•

Integration of the airport express
train, Flytoget, with the other
train services in Vestkorridoren
to determine the effects and
possibilities

The S-train line in the capital region
in order to look at challenges,
possibilities, etc. including a
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